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Pg. 2:  Very short sentences/fragments.  The first sentence is a feeling: the fragments provide 
description. 

Pg. 4:  The author emphasizes words on this page by putting them in single quotes or italics. 

Pg. 5:  The author names specific characters instead of saying �that kid.�  Even though the other 
characters aren�t that important, using proper nouns helps readers track who�s who. 

Pg. 7:  The author shoes us that the shoes in the box were dreadful for Jeremy.  Precise words 
describe what the ones he got looked like. 

Pg. 10:  You can tell Jeremy is mad because he�s gripping his pencil tightly and thinks he might bust, 
which means explode. 

Pg. 11:  This kind of dialogue moves the story forward.  You know, because of what Grandma said, 
that they�re going to go to the shoe store (transitioning from the apartment.)  This is a purposeful use 
of dialogue. 

Pg. 12:  Sitting down heavy makes me think there�s a problem.  The word heavy could mean that 
she�s feeling bad or mentally exhausted.  (Discuss the part of speech that heavy takes on.) 

Pg. 13:  Very quick change of scenes: 1 � 2 sentences to explain where they traveled.  These places 
are nearly insignificant, which is why they were reduced to just a couple of sentences a piece. 

Pg. 15:  Big font brings the emphasis to the words, which are also the title; Short sentence� repetition 
from the first page of the book. 

Pg. 16:  Strong action verbs: pounding, hitch, shove ! makes this page more intense or tentative. 

Pg. 17:  Ellipses show pause in the thinking.  Grandma wants to say something but is searching for the 
right words. 

Pg. 18:  Squeeze and limp: Action verbs that really show what he�s felling/looking like. 

Pg. 20:  too-big and too-small ! Emphasizes the words and gives the reader a mental picture. 

Pg. 21:  Repetition for the first word of each sentence (twinned): I � I; One, One 

Pg. 22:  A dash is used instead of a comma.  Gives pause/emphasis re: Antonio. 

Pgs. 23 & 24:  Italics turns to bold italics, which turns to a big bold quotation that emphasizes Jeremy�s 
thoughts. 

Pg. 25:  Dash: Separating two sentences; a pause in thinking 
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Pg. 26:  Commas separate the setting details from the character�s internal thinking. 

Pg. 27:  Another dash emphasizes a part of the sentence. 

Pg. 30:  Short sentences.  Emphasis.  Builds upon two words �new boots� by adding more detail; 
similar to the first page. 


